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Customer-Product Systems
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The research presented here is motivated by developing methods that address the challenges associated with modeling complex sociotechnical system.Here are some examples of complex sociotechnical where involve strong interaction between human and technology. The first example is the Smart  transportation system  in which drivers are able to make decisions more according to the real-time info on the road The second example is the Smart grid system in which electricity provider will make decisions of the cost of electricity while users of Smart appliance system, can control the usage based on real time usage and cost of electricityCommon thread, is multiple decision makers,  problem beyond understanding the physics of the technical system, but also human behaviors.    human behavior and human preference play important role in how the system operates.  Bring up these examples to show that understanding the role of human decision making is becoming an important part of design research.  Of particular interest in this work is to under consumer preference here we view customer-product relation as a complex sociotechnical system. Further the network analysis approach will be introduced as a method to address the complexity in analyzing customers preference.  



Analyzing Customer Preferences

Co-consideration
Choice
Social relations

Decision-making behaviors 
• The co-consideration behavior
• The choice behavior

Decision-making factors

• Products’ attributes, e.g., color, price, etc.
• Demographics, e.g., age, income, etc.
• Usage context; Policy and incentives
• Social influence

Why it is important?
• Support design decisions
• Understand market for strategic planning
• Set right incentives
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Presentation Notes
Analyzing consumer preference is achieved by understanding customers’ decision making behavior, including both the co-consideration behavior and choice behavior.  Co-consider involves the comparison and evaluation of similar products, hence market competitions, it is a crucial step before making the final choice decision.Plural for preferences.customer decision are influenced by several categories of factors including what the product is, who they are, and external factors such usage usage or policy and incentives.Correspondingly, by understanding the customers’ decision-making preferences, we are able to forecast the impact of a new technologies on the market to support design decision



Modeling Customer Preferences

Decision-based Enterprise-
Driven Design

(Chen, Hoyle, Wassenaar, 2013 Springer)

Consumer

ContextProduct

Social 
Science

Engineering

Marketing
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Presentation Notes
Understanding user needs is not new in product design, however, developing analytical approach to create models that can predict customer preference is a relatively new topic2 years ago Book Monograph is a collection of 10 year vebean effort Document various discrete choice analysis techniques including multinomial, nested logic, and mixed logit approach Core of these methods is the DCA technique



Utility-based Choice Modeling
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Presentation Notes
Modeling customer preference using analytical approaches have been investigated by many research groups in design community. One commonly used approach is discrete choice analysis. DCA is a probabilistic model, in which an intermediate utility function is formulatedThe input attributes to the choice model may include consumer attributes like education and income, product attributes like price and performance, and a set of competing products a consumer seriously considered. The output is the utility underlying customer’s choice decision as a function of different categories of attributes or their interactions. The choice utility and its error term are later translated to the probability of product choice.The probability of choosing an alternative i is the probability that the utility if the largest given any altnerative in the choice set.If we assume the errors are distributed logistically, this leads to the multinomial logit choice model. allows the prediction of probability of choice (or choice share) which then can be translated into “demand” after multiplying market size. 



Limitations of Discrete Choice Analysis (DAC)

Product A

Product B
Product C

Product D

Product E

Customer

• Independence of Irrelevant  
Alternative (IIA) assumption

• Choice set needs to be prespecified

• Rationality assumption 
(independent decision maker)

• Vulnerable to attributes collinearity
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One of the limitations of DCA, Choice set needs to be specified.  The method can not model multiple correlated Decisions, such as consideration and choice. Second limitation is the IIA assumption, which means a customer’s decision is not influenced by adding or taking away another product in choice set. while advanced logit models have been developed to address this issue by introducing correlated error structures, DCA cannot describe complicated correlation patterns over products.Third, DCA assumes customers make rational and independent decisions.In reality customers influence each other in many ways, Further, DCA is difficult to separate contributions from correlated attributes. For example, vehicle price is highly correlated with vehicle performance and fuel economy.  



Fundamentals of Network Analysis

Effective in modeling the interconnectivity and interdependency among individual entities.

Key nodes and links

Relationship strength Community

Distance Diffusion patterns

Structural properties

Nodes: individual entities, e.g., 
customers, vehicles, etc.

Links: complex relations, e.g., social 
interaction, choice behavior, co-
consideration, etc.  

Graph: the system structure, e.g., the 
customer-product systems

Network Structure Analysis
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Presentation Notes
To overcome these limitations, we have recently introduced the network analysis approach.  In literature, Network has emerged as a key method for understanding complex behavior in  organization science and social science.So what are the advantages of using network analysis. First network analysis provides a tool to visualize the complex relationships.   In addition to structural properties such as centrality, many other metrics have been developed  to characterize the network topology, e.g., relationship strength, community , measuring distance between nodes, and the diffusion patterns.In essence, Contrast to DCA, network approach is not afraid of the interdependency. 



Advance of Network Models

Degree-based 
models

• Erdos-Renyi model
• Small world model
• Barabasi-Albert model

Agent-based 
models

• Space embeddedness
• Role playing games

Stochastic 
network models

• Exponential 
Random Graph

𝑃𝑃𝜽𝜽 𝐘𝐘 = 𝐲𝐲 =
1

)𝑐𝑐(𝛉𝛉
exp 𝛉𝛉𝐓𝐓𝐳𝐳 𝐲𝐲

Network 
realization

Observed 
Network

Coefficients

Normalizing 
Factor

Network 
Statistics

Monge and Contractor 2003
Contractor, Monge, and Leonardi 2011
Wang et al. 2013, Lusher et al. 2012, Robins et al. 2007, Snijders et al. 2006
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Second, network analysis also provides model to predict the network behavior.  Early developed network models include the degree-based models and agent-based models, The models are built from observed or predefined rules according to heuristic or domain-specific knowledge. More recent approach, there is an evolvement in network science from descriptive models to prescriptive models which is analytical in nature and data-driven. The stochastic network model (or called inferential model), is fully created based on data, focused on explaining the patterns of links in a model. Exponential random graph modelHere whole network structure is treated as a random variable, Probability of random graph realization as an observed network, z(y) a vector of network statistics corresponding to network characteristics in y.The ERGM model is flexible in handing My collaborator has done some pioneering work in using ERGM for analysizing Multitheoretical Multilevel Framework (Monge and Contractor 2003)Existing work on analysis not on predictionSocial network theory explains the links in the network by underlying social processes. – self-interest, collective action, social exchange, balance, homophily, contagion, and co-evolution
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Multidimensional Customer-Product Network

Consideration

Purchase

Multitheoretical multilevel 
(MTML) framework
(Monge and Contractor, 2003)
• Self-interest
• collective action
• social exchange
• balance
• homophily
• proximity
• contagion
• co-evolution
• etc.

Wang, M., Huang, Y., Contractor, N., Fu, Y., and Chen, W., “Modeling Customer Preferences using Multidimensional 
Network Analysis in Engineering Design”, Design Science, 2016.

Product layer
P1 P2

P3

Customer layer

C1
C2

C3

Nodes:
Customer
Product

Relations:
Feature association
Preference association
Purchase decision
Consideration decision
Social interaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Development of analytical techniques to explain the emergence of networks is often motivated by the multitheoretical multilevel (MTML) framework (Monge and Contractor, 2003). Social network models are multi-theoretical because of the growing recognition among social networks researchers that the emergence of a network can rarely be adequately explained by a single theory. Therefore, social network models combine disparate theoretical generative mechanisms, such as self-interest, collective action, social exchange, balance, homophily, proximity, contagion, and co-evolution. With such a MTML philosophy, in the collaboration with Ford, we proposed an multidimensional network-based data-driven analysis framework. More precisely, the network is characterized by two classes of nodes: customers and products. Customers are linked to each other through social interactions or profile similarities, products are linked by preference or feature similarities. The two layers linked through customer preferences. Preference links could be purchase decision or consideration decisions. In our proposed research, the goal was to use MNA structure to model customer preference decisions over products.The benefits of MNA can be summarized in four aspects. First, the network is capable of visualizing the complex relations in an effective manner. Second, it captures rich information on dependency in a complex social-technical system. Third, it is able to take the social interactions into consideration thus the irrational behavior can be captured through the modeling of social influence. Finally, the network modeling approach allows the study of local effects, such as local competition as well as the global effect, such as the community structure in a cohesive way. In this rest of the presentation, I will first give a summarizing talk to review the accomplished research work, and then introduce some preliminary results of our recently proposed research and finally give an overview of the future direction of this project. We are proposing a multiThe network is characterized by two classes of nodes: customers and products. Customers are linked to each other through social interactions or profile similarities, products are linked by preference or feature similarities. The two layers linked through customer preferences. Preference links could be purchase decision or consideration decisions. In this project, the goal to use MNA structure to model customer preference decisions over products.MNA capture rich information on dependency in a complex social-technical systemDevelopment of analytical techniques to explain the emergence of networks is often motivated by the multitheoretical multilevel (MTML) framework (Monge and Contractor, 2003). Social network models are multi-theoretical because of the growing recognition among social networks researchers that the emergence of a network can rarely be adequately explained by a single theory. Therefore, social network models combine disparate theoretical generative mechanisms, such as self-interest, collective action, social exchange, balance, homophily, proximity, contagion, and co-evolution. 



Research Topics and Methods

Product 
Association 

Network

Multidimensional 
Customer-Product 
Network Analysis

Descriptive Analysis
e.g., community detection, 

degree analysis,
Joint correspondence 
analysis (JCA), etc. 

Cross-shopping 
decisions

Market 
segmentation 

and competition

Key attributes 
drivers

Attribute effects

social network 
effect

Network 
structure effects

Model-based Analysis
e.g., Multiple Regression 

Quadratic Assignment 
Procedures (MRQAP), 
Exponential Random 
Graph Model (ERGM)
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Presentation Notes
The past work has been focused on the network modeling of customers’ consideration behaviors in China vehicle market at both unidimensional level and multidimensional level. I will show the benefits of both the description analysis approach and model based approach.
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Project Context

Compound annual growth rate in percentage

Annual Passenger Car Sales in China 
(Unit: One million)

• Regional differences
• Diverse preferences
• Intense competitions
• Social Influences

Market facts:
• China surpassed US to become 

the No.1 auto market in 2010. 
• China is expected to exceed North 

America and Europe to become 
the No.1 area market  in 2020. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this work, our view is focused on customers’ preference and car sales in China’s auto market.  The objective of the Ford-NU alliance project is … refer to the slide... China has been the largest auto market since 2010, promising and complex. The market is characterized by several features, 1) The regional differences, 2) the diverse needs and preferences of consumers, 3) the intense competition between carmakers; 4) the large social influences on vehicle purchasing;Facing such a complex system with extensive data about customers as well as vehicles, traditional statistical analysis and existing demand forecast models alone are not sufficient. To help Ford better understand the China vehicle market and achieve business successes, modern analysis techniques and tools need to developed for gaining more valuable insights. But before going to the details of the research work, let’s first take a look at the key characteristics of the customer-product system. In this work, our view is focused on vehicle sales in China’s auto market.  China has been the largest auto market since 2010. Even though the market is cooling down, the vehicle sales will grow by a healthy 5 percent year-over-year through 2020. The market is characterized by several features, which make it both promising and complex. 1) The regional differences, 2) the diverse needs and preferences of consumers, 3) the intense competition between carmakers; 4) the large social influences on vehicle purchasing The car prices have fallen 4% each year over the past decade because of intense competition in the market.
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Data Source

New Car Buyers Survey (NCBS) 2013
• ~ 50,000 respondents
• 389 vehicles
• 872 variables

Covered factors
• Purchased vehicle
• Considered alternative vehicles
• Previous owned vehicle
• Vehicle attributes (e.g., body type, engine 

power)
• Demographics (e.g., age, income)
• Use patterns (e.g., average km per day)
• Perceived vehicle characteristics (e.g., 

youthful, reliable)

2013 Mainland China, 54 cities in 30 
provinces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NCBS collected by Ipsos company has been used throughout this project. Our past research work has primarily used single year, 2013, dataset as the case study. The 2013 data involves 50K new car buyers as the survey respondents, and 389 vehicle with detailed information.Factors covered include the new car customer purchased, cars have been considered but not purchasing, previous car owned before buying the new car, and other cars in the householdFrom customer’s side, the data includes the typical customer demographic attributes like gender, age, income;At the same time, it also records other attributes like usage behaviors, the customer perceptions about the cars, such as family oriented, youthful, sophisticated. 
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Product Association Network

NETWORK LINK

• Detect group of products 
with strong connections

• Imply market  segment and 
aggregated consideration set

COMMUNITIES (COLOR) 

• Undirected, link strength
• Co-consideration

• Identify hubs
• Imply consideration range

CENTRALITY (SIZE)

consideration data

Entry-level sedans

Imported SUVs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the unidimensional vehicle association network, a node represents a vehicle model, a link represents the co-consideration relations of cars. i.e. how likely two cars are co-considered by customers. The higher the link value, the stronger the two cars are associated. In the right figure, we can see that Honda Odyssey and Mazda 8 have a link in between.. The presence of link and the strength of value imply that the two products have a high chance of co-consideration. From the customer’s perspective, it means that a customer considers Odyssey is also very likely to consider Mazda 8 at the same time. Centrality is a metric to identify network hubs, or nodes with large connections. Here the larger size of the nodes means the higher centrality. vehicle with high centrality means it is being co-considered with many other vehicles in the network.  One example, many other metrics.THE network communities identifies group of vehicles customers frequently mentioned together. Different color represent different communities7 different communities are identified which represent the aggregated consideration set across the group. We found that consideration set is highly correlated with the type and price range of vehicles. E.g., yellow = domestic entry-level sedans, green is featured by foreign SUVs. 
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Vehicle Hierarchical Network

• Identify winner products in 
pair-wise evaluations

• Imply product competitiveness 
under co-consideration
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NETWORK LINK
• Directed, valued
• Co-consideration
• Purchase preference

NODE HIERARCHY (SIZE)

consideration & 
purchase data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a refinement to the above undirected network, we then proposed to construct a directed network The link direction is determined through both consideration and purchase data in survey – a benefit of considering both decisions.Direction shows the preference hierarchy. When two vehicles are co-considered and compared, the link is directed towards the car which is more preferred in purchase. A mutual link indicates the two vehicle have an intense competition, and the link value shows the competitiveness. With a directed network, node hierarchy is computed. A node with a high hierarchy implies the corresponding vehicle is very likely to be considered with other vehicles and is also more preferred in customer choice decisions. (For example, Audi FAW Q5 and Ford Kuga are popular vehicles in choice, which are ranked high in both degree centrality and in-degree hierarchy. In contrast, Volvo V40 and Ford Edge have been frequently considered (high degree centrality in undirected network), but fall behind in customers’ final choices (low in-degree hierarchy). )
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Unidimensional Vehicle Network based on 
Costumers’ Co-Considerations

Vehicle Network Community

Ford Models
Ford Changan
Kuga

Ford Edge

Honda 
Dongfeng CR-
V

Ford Changan
Mondeo

Mazda FAW 6 

Honda Guangzhou 
Accord

GM SGM 
Chevrolet 
Malibu

Ford Changan
Focus Classic

Mazda Changan 3

GM SGM 
Chevrolet 
Cruze

New Ford Changan Focus

• A vehicle network that connects the 
co-considerations of cars (2013 
data)

Evaluation Metric

Link Generation
Community 7 (19 van-type of vehicles): 
Ford S-MAX, Chrysler Grand Voyager, Citroen C4 Aircross, Buick 
Firstland, Honda Odyssey, Kia Carnival, Mazda 8, Mercedes Viano, 
Mitsubishi Zinger, Toyota Alphard, Toyota Previa, VW Sharan, ... ...

Consideration range of Ford models (degree centrality):
Kuga(53) > Edge(50) > Fiesta(49) > New Focus(46) > Ecosport(44) 
> Mondeo(37) > Old Focus(32) > Explorer(22) > S-max(13)

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = �1, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 > 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
0, 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑜𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐸𝐸

𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 =
𝑃𝑃 𝑖𝑖 ∩ 𝑗𝑗
𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖) � 𝑝𝑝(𝑗𝑗)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our idea is to model the vehicle market as a vehicle network. In the network, each node represents a car, and the link is built to help understand what product alternatives are often considered together by a customer. The figure here shows an example of network with 11 selected vehicles from NCBS data. For example, given that many customers consider “Ford Edge”, “Ford Kuga” and “Honda CR-V” together, we may extract the three car models and establish links between each pair of them. In this study, the link is established by using the lift metric, which quantifies the likelihood of co-occurrence of two car models in customers’ minds, as shown in this equation….  For example, …. (use the values of the network to give an example…)  By setting a cutoff value, say 1, a co-consideration vehicle network can be established to understand the product association. Once we have a network, different network metrics and analysis approaches can be used to generate insights on the vehicle market. For example, the degree centrality in network analysis measures how widely a node is connected to other nodes. A high-degree car means this car has been compared against many other cars in the market. For example, in this network, the red nodes are Ford car models, and we are able to get the degree of each of the cars among which the Ford Kuga (US Escape) is co-considered most, that implies its popularity in China market.The network structure can be also analyzed through network community detection. Communities means groups of nodes that are densely connected within groups and sparser across groups. This example graph shows 7 identified communities, such as compact sedans, midsize sedans and SUVs. For example, in community 7, Ford S-Max are grouped with Chrysler Grand Voyager, Honda Odyssey, Mazda 8, so on and so forth, which turns out that this group convers van-type of vehicles.It’s interesting to see that the community structures is highly correlated with vehicle types, but we would like to highlight that the community structure is determined by the network topology only, independent from the product attributes and consumer profiles.



Joint Correspondence Analysis (JCA)

Car 1 Car 2 Car 3 …. Attr. 1 Attr. 2

Person 1 0 0 1 … 0 0 …

Person 2 1 0 0 … 0 1 …

Person 3 1 0 0 … 1 0 …

Person 4 0 1 0 … 0 1 …

…. … … … … … … …

Dimension reduction by 
matrix transformation

Calculation of principal 
coordinates and inertia

Car 1
Car 2

Car 3Attr. 1 

Attr. 2 

Attr. 3 

Perceptual Map

• A multivariate approach
• Generate a visual perceptual map
• Development in Literature

• CA MCA  JCA

Plot first 2 principal 
coordinates

Identify key attributes drivers to the formation of network communities
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As we have the product association network, we are interested in answering the question of what factors determine the association?Because the association of vehicles in a community is not simply evoked by a single factor, but more likely is a result of a mixed factors. We use JCA as an analytical approach to describe the emergence of vehicle communities considering multiple factors, including vehicle attributes, customer demographics, and customer perceived vehicle characteristics. To visualize, we use JCA to describe what factors explain the formation of community. The input is an indicator matrix, showing which customer considered what product, along with that customer’s attribute. Computing JCA coordinates follows a standard procedures. The key step to use SVD (single value decomposition) to achieve dimension reduction. The output from the procedure is the standard coordinates of column variables in the reduced dimensional space, illustrated by a perceptual map, as shown in this figure. The solid circle indicates the cars in different communities, whereas the vehicle attributes or customers’ demographics. Two vehicles are placed close to each other if they are preferred by customers with similar profiles.  Two demographical attributes are close to each other if customers own these attributes have considered similar cars.



JCA of Vehicles and Demographics

Village/ Rural

More than 2 children

High school and below
Town

Senior

Suburbs
Low incomeMiddle aged

Additional car

High income Replace old car

University
Post graduate

Upper middle income

1 child
1st time buyer

Young
Lower middle income

Technical College
0 children

Import SUVs

Entry-level sedan

WHAT CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS EXPLAIN PRODUCT COMMUNITIES? 
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As an example, High income and Additional Vehicle are close to each other, and both of them are closely associated with dots representing luxury import SUVs (green community #4); On the other hand, customers from Village/Rural area are also characterized by low education (High school and below) and associated with lower-end vehicles (yellow community #2). 



JCA of Vehicles and Perceived Vehicle Char.

Business Oriented

Luxuriou
s Prestigious

Robust
Daqi

Reliable
Traditional

Family Oriented

Economical

Cute

Youthful
Cool

Sexy
Dynamic

Aggressive

Fun to Drive
Tech Advanced

Elegant Environmental 
FriendlyDistinctive

Sophisticated

Safe
Powerful Functiona

l

Sporty Innovative

Expensive Affordable

Fashion

Conservative
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Presentation Notes
In a similar way, we conduct JCA for vehicles and perceived vehicle characteristics. The customer perceived vehicle characteristics is collected by showing…The two dimensions generated from the analysis represent the perceived “price” and “style” of the vehicle. From the left to right… The Red community (#1), e.g., includes a very diverse car brands and classes,  vehicles are relatively clustered in the lower-left area. They are featured by semantically similar characteristics such as “cool”, “dynamic”, “sexy”, “aggressive”, “cute” and etc. These results can help us explain why certain cars are competing against each others.  small size premium (Audi A5), full size premium (Jaguar XJ), and to sports cars (Hyundai Veloster), sports premium (Porsche 911), Summary: JCA offers opportunities for data reduction, help us create visual representations that describe the vehicle communities and their connections to the underlying attributes of products and customers.



Multiple Regression Quadratic Assignment Procedures

19

logit 𝑃𝑃𝛉𝛉 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1 = 𝜷𝜷𝐓𝐓𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖MRQAP:

• Predict co-consideration relations using 
networks formed by attributes

• Explain the impact of similarity and 
differences on co-considerations

• Relate customer-driven association to 
engineering-driven associations
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Presentation Notes
JCA provides a good visualization of the associations, but beyond that, to quantify the effect of influencing factors on the network structure is very important. To this end, MRQAP is used. The MRQAP is a network version of regression model. Different with the traditional regression, the idea is to explain the complex co-consideration relationships using a set of basic networksEach basic network is built by one product attribute, representing engineering-driven associationThe coefficients identified in a model indicate the importance of individual network in forming co-consideration relations.Such a network-based modeling approach can handle correlated observations through the calculation of unbiased standard errors and pseudo-p-values with the quadratic assignment procedure.  



Model Configuration and Network Effect

Configuration Statistic Network effect
Binary product attributes
Sum network 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 Attribute-based main effect
Match network 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 Homophily effect
Categorical product attributes
Match network 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 Homophily effect
Continuous product attributes (standardized)
Sum network 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 Attribute-based main effect
Difference network 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 Homophily effect
Non- product related attributes
Distance network 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 2 Homophily effect

Wang, M., Huang, Y., Contractor, N., Fu, Y., and Chen, W., “A Network Approach for 
Understanding and Analyzing Product Co-Consideration Relations in Engineering Design”, 
International Design Conference – Design 2016, Dubrovnik, Croatia.
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Depending on the type of input attributes, we have different strategies to create the attribute networks. For example, fuel type is a categorical attribute, so we create a match network to test whether two cars belong to the same categoryFor the continuous attribute, we also create a sum/ difference network that create link strength as the sum /difference of the two cars’ attributes. we may also introduce non-product related attributes by introduce the distance network which can be obtained from JCA. 



MRQAP Network Modeling Results

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

Drivetrain match
Gearbox match

Brand match
Segment match

Vehicle origin match
Brand origin match

Price diff.
Price sum

Power diff.
Power sum

Fuel consumption diff.
Fuel consumption sum

Engine size diff.
Engine size sum

Turbo match
Turbo sum

Characteristics dist.
Demographics dist.

Dyadic similarity effect
Whether products with similar attributes tend 
to have ties with each other.

Attribute main effect
Whether the attribute level has an effect on 
consideration ties.
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To have a better understanding, we directly go to the take a look at the model results.The analytical network model allows the modeling of two types of effects: Attribute main effect:  represented by the sum network. Dyadic similarity effect: include difference network, match network and distance network configurations. As we can see from the results, price difference has the largest negative effect, meaning that the larger price difference between two car models, the less probability they will be co-considered by customers. The benefit of the modeling is not only telling us such an intuitive conclusion, but it also  provide us the quantification of the importance of such explanatory variable. This enables the scenario analysis. This means when some of the variables are changed because of various scenarios, such as technological innovations, we are able to predict what the potential impacts on the vehicle co-consideration relations would be due to such a technology change. The forecast could provide us with better understanding on the change of competition among vehicles ahead of time so that preventive marketing strategies can be made. 



Forecast Technological Impacts

logit 𝑃𝑃𝛉𝛉 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1 = 𝜷𝜷𝐓𝐓𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖MRQAP:Design Scenario: Improve fuel economy
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Reduction of Fuel Consumption

Wang, M., Sha, Z., Huang, Y., Contractor, 
N., Fu, Y., and Chen, W., “Forecasting 
Technological Impacts on Customers’ Co-
Consideration Behaviors: A Data-Driven 
Network Analysis Approach” , IDETC2016-
60015, Proceedings of the ASME 2016 
International Design Engineering Technical 
Conferences & Design Automation 
Conference, August 21-24, Charlotte, NC.
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Presentation Notes
For example, using the model developed, we are able to predict customer co-considerations in new technology scenarios. For example, a auto company, say Ford or Toyota, implement a new tech to improve the fuel economy of their car models. To quantify the change of network structure, we adopt a set of network metrics for analysis, e.g., the average external degree, counts the number of links of a vehicle connecting to other competing brands. The figure reflects the competition between brands. 1) The red line is higher in the starting point, meaning that even though Toyota offers more vehicle models, on average a Ford vehicle may have more competitors. 2) when fuel consumption decreases, the number of vehicles co-considered for Ford decreases faster. The impacts of fuel reduction tech on Ford vehicles are more significant ..
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Comparative Study on Network Models

Exponential Random 
Graph Model (EGRM)

Dependency 
among links

Predicting the 
whole network

Network 
configuration

Computationally 
expensive
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I. Network 
modeling of 

customer 
preferences

II. Network 
prediction of 

market 
competitions under 

technological 
changes

Product Association 
Network

Network Analysis 
Model (MRQAP)

Independent 
assumption

Predicting each 
pair of vehicles

Vehicle attributes 

Computationally 
less expensive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our recent work, we also performed a comparative study on different network models. The motivation of the model comparison study is that we found there are multiple ways of modeling the customers’ co-consideration relations besides the MRQAP model, such as the ERGM model. The major difference among these model is that the ERGM method is capable of relaxing the independent assumptions, and predicting the co-consideration structure as a whole instead of modeling the co-consideration link between each pair of vehicles.  Especially, we would like to evaluate the predictability of each of the available models by considering various factors, such as the computational cost, into consideration, so that guidelines can be provided for other researchers to choose its own best model based on their own context. 



Exponential Random Graph Model

( ) ( )1Pr exp m m
m
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c

θ
  = =   

   
∑

Coefficient * EffectProbability of the graph

Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM)

P(Y)

y

Robins, G., Pattison, P., Kalish, Y., & Lusher, D. (2007). Wang, P., Robins, G., Pattison, P., & Lazega, E. (2013).

Pros: 
• Take dependencies among 

links into consideration.

• Combinational effects of 
different network structures.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The method is called exponential random graph model. The idea is to view all possible network realizations as a distribution of networks. The observed network is different from others by certain characteristics. Those characteristics are captured by the model inputs x. The fitted coefficients imply the importance of different inputs. But unlike the logistic model, here the Input variable x defines structures which has a broader meaning beyond the customer and product attributes used in DCA. The main advantage of the ERGM model is that it takes the dependencies among links into consideration, thus the model is a more realistic reflection of real-world product relations. The second advantage is that it can model the effect across levels, such as from customer to product and vice versa. We will introduce this work in the later slides.



Modeling Heterogeneity 

Structural features of interest ! 𝑃𝑃𝜃𝜃 𝐘𝐘 = 𝐲𝐲 =
1

)c(𝛉𝛉 exp 𝛉𝛉T𝐱𝐱 𝐲𝐲

Attributes of nodes Heterogeneity in
– Customer income, age, etc.
– Product price, performance, etc.

Attributes of links Heterogeneity in 
– Types of relations
–Time duration

Network 
Configurations

Degree distributions (or stars)

Cycle distributions (2, 3, 4, etc.)

Shared partner distributions

Whether three cars are co-
considered with each other 
(three-way competition)

Whether a car is co-considered 
with other two cars

Whether 
two cars 
are co-
considered 
with many 
other two 
cars
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Presentation Notes
With ERGM,  structural features of interests are captured in terms of the x input. These may include the attributes of nodes, like the individual’s income and product price, the attributes of relations, like the consideration duration, types of preferences.Moreover, with ERGM, especially in the context of co-consideration network, various micro-competition structures can be better explained and understood with different network configurations, for example, …. follow the animation to interpret the triangular structure and shared partner network structures.
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Model Results
-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4

Segment match

Vehicle origin match

Import origin match

Log trans. of Price diff.

Log trans. of Price sum

Log trans. of Power diff.

Log trans. of Power sum

Fuel consumption diff.

Fuel consumption sum

Characteristics dist.

Demographics dist.

MRQAP ERGM

Dyadic similarity effect
Whether products with similar attributes 
tend to have ties with each other.

Attribute main effect
Whether the attribute level has an effect on 
consideration ties.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We examined the two models. Even though the exact values of the estimated parameters for each variable vary, the two models give quite consistent results for significant attribute effects.The most influential variables are Price difference, which has the largest effect, meaning…., followed by fuel consumption difference, price sum, power difference, segment match,…
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Insights from ERGM Model

Input attr. name Input attr. type Coeff. 𝛽𝛽
Segment match Categorical 0.590*
Vehicle origin match Categorical 0.578*
Import origin match Categorical -0.0618
Log trans. of Price diff. Numerical -4.269* 
Log trans. of Price sum Numerical 0.601*
Log trans. of Power diff. Numerical -0.876* 
Log trans. of Power sum Numerical 0.563*
Fuel consumption diff. Numerical -1.344*
Fuel consumption sum Numerical 1.324 * 
Characteristics dist. Perceived char. -0.188
Demographics dist. Customer attr. -0.374*
edges Network statistics -7.790* 
Shared partner distribution Network statistics 0.681*
Degree distribution Network statistics 2.317*

Overall model fit (Null deviance: 104618) BIC: 
13997
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As what we have highlighted, the ERGM model can evaluate complex network structures in addition to the identified networks of vehicle attributes. In this mode, we included two network configurations, the edges structure, which specifies the density of the network, and the geometrical weighted exponential shared partnership distribution, which tests the effect of three-way competition of vehicles. The negative value of edge implies indicates there are no significant number of co-considerations among this vehicle network. The positive value of gwesp, indicates that two cars are likely to be co-considered if they are both co-considered by another same car. This implies the multi-car cyclic competition effect is strong in China market. The model presented also provide a framework for future study, for example, we can investigate what critical car features should be added to make a Ford vehicle being co-considered with other target car models. We can also add a dummy variable of ford vehicle and then add a interaction between such dummy variable and all the other explanatory variables to dig out whether Ford did a good job on differentiating its own car models. Side notes: Gwesp parameter models the distribution of shared partners of tied actors, but with weights decreasing geometrically as the number of shared partners increase.�
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Models Evaluation – Spectral Goodness of 
Fit (SGOF)

ERGMMRQAP

Remaining errors

Explained errors

1000 simulations MRQAP ERGM
Spectral Goodness of 

Fit
[Jesse Shore, Benjamin 

Lubin, 2015]

0.35 
(5th, 95th quantiles: 0.28, 

0.42)

0.69 (5th, 95th quintiles: 0.60, 0.76)
0.67 (5th, 95th quintiles: 0.54, 0.78) 

(2M burn-in)

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 1 −
𝐸𝐸 ̅𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝐸𝐸 ̅𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Mean Euclidean 
spectral distance 
under the fitted model 

Mean Euclidean 
spectral distance under 
the null model 

The SGOF measures the amount of observed structure 
explained by a fitted model.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To evaluate the performance of each model, we examine the goodness of fit. Especially, we adopt the spectral goodness of fit, which is a newly developed advanced metrics for evaluating different network models. The SGOF measures the amount of observed structure explained by a fitted model, expressed as a percent improvement over a null model, where structure means deviation from randomness.As shown in the figure, the green area indicates the explained errors by the fitted model, and the blue area is the remaining errors. Therefore, the larger the green area, the better fit the model has. In terms of the quantification, SGOF is bounded above by 1, when the fitted model exactly describes the structural data. SGOF of zero means no improvement over the null modelSGOF can be unboundedly negative. If the SGOF is negative, it is therefore evidence that the null model (an ER random graph) is a better approximation of the observed network than the fitted model under consideration. This is likely to occur in cases where the observed network is not highly structured (and thus very similar to the null model), and the fitted model is (incorrectly) highly structured.As we can see from the results ERGM shows a large improvement as compared to the MRQAP model. Side notes: The SGOF has several advantages: it would be straightforward to compute for all modelsit would not require the modeler to know the true model or which structural statistics are important in the observed networkIt would allow comparison of a wide range of models, including non-nested models, those without easily computed likelihood functions or even without statistical parameterizations



Modeling Social Influence

Peer effect
Customers tend to choose the
product that their “peers”
recommended, either through
use or discussion.

Crowd effect
When comparing two products
under consideration, a customer
is more likely to choose the one
favored by majority of customers.

𝑃𝑃𝜃𝜃 𝐘𝐘 = 𝐲𝐲 =
1

)c(𝛉𝛉 exp 𝛉𝛉T𝐱𝐱 𝐲𝐲
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Presentation Notes
In the multidimensional network analysis, we still use ERGM. Depending on how you construct the net, the structures often imply different meanings, e.g, “peer effect” and  “crowd effect”. Peer: under social interaction customer may select the same product as their friends’. Crowd: when comparing two products under consideration, a customer is more likely to choose the product favored by the crowd.  The directed link here shows the aggregated preference from a group of customers. Using ERGMs, one can quantify the effects of social influence by statistically estimating the coefficients of local structures implied by social theories.



Luxury Vehicle Preferences in Central China

Product feature similarity 
associations

Created by vehicle features 
and attributes 

Defined by consideration 
decisions in survey data

Simulated using the small-world 
network model

Consideration preference
decision added

Customer social 
interactions added
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our case study, our interest is focused on premium vehicle market Three types of relations : Feature similarity links are constructed using vehicle attributes and features. These links can be viewed as a form of similarity between two vehicles, indicating how similar the two vehicles areThen the preference link of consideration decision is added, defined by the consideration set in survey data.Finally, we add the social interaction links. The links are constructed using the small-world model to mimic the properties of real world social networks.



ERGM Modeling Results

Effects Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Pure structural effects
Density -7.0314* -9.1009* -8.9648*
Product popularity 6.4955* 6.5123*
Consideration range -1.4036* -1.3199*
Attribute-relation main effect
Price -0.0346* -0.0194 -0.0182
Turbocharger dummy 1.2796* 1.0617* 0.9056*
Engine capacity 0.2809* 0.2356* 0.1871
Fuel consumption 0.1581* 0.1270* 0.1162*
First-time buyer dummy -0.2343* -0.9745* -0.9744*
Income 0.0027 0.0102 0.0125*
Cross-level effects
Customer consider similar products 0.9930* 0.9704*
Peer influence in consideration 0.4524*
Model Fit
AIC 5148 4851 4795
BIC 5205 4932 4884

Only attribute 
effects

Social influence 
effect added

Structural
effects added
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Presentation Notes
Here we provide results on three different model specifications. M1 formulates the simplest model which is similar to a logit model in DCA. Such a model doesn’t consider any network structural effects. M2 parameterizes a model similar to Model 1 but with the addition of the structural effects. E.g., Product popularity effect counts how many customers consider a product (strong effects means only consumer consideration is concentrated on a few vehicle models ; Consideration range is represented by how many products a customer considers (negative means customer only consider a limited number of vehicles) Product association effect implies how likely a customer co-considers two similar products (cross level). M3 evaluates customer peer influences on preference decisions together with other product attributes. The positive peer influence effect reflects the importance of social influence in explaining customer behavior.  To summarize, it can be seen that beyond customer and product attributes, other underlying structural effects product dependencies, social influences, and nested decisions are all have roles and play together in shaping customer preference behaviors.
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• Employed descriptive network analysis to provide visualization of 
structure features of vehicle co-consideration relations and identified 
key vehicle attributes drivers.

• Employed network models to study the impact of similarity and 
differences of product features on vehicle co-considerations.

• Illustrated the use of network models to predict the impact of different 
technologies on vehicle competition.

• Compared different networking modeling techniques

• Established a multidimensional network framework for modeling 
consumer consideration by taking account both product association 
and social influence.

Research Contributions



Scenario 1: one-stage choice model 
assuming customers make decisions 
among all possible products.

……

Product 1    Product 2              Product N

A B

1 2 N ……

Scenario 2: two-stage choice model 
assuming each customer makes 
decisions from a subset of products 
which is unknown to researchers.

A B

1 2 N

Product 1    Product 2           Product N

Possible alternative

Consideration

Product choice

…….……

Scenario 3: two-stage choice model assuming each customer considers a 
subset of products first and makes final decisions from it. Researchers have 
access to both consideration set and the final choices data.

Stage 1: Consideration set formation Stage 2: Choice making

A B A B

1 2 N 1 2 N

Product 1    Product 2                       Product N Product 1    Product 2                       Product N

On-Going: 
Two Stage Consideration-then-Choice Models

Previous Approaches

Proposed Approach
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Stage 2-
Purchase | 

consideration

Stage 1-
Consideration

Edges 14.90** -10.53**

Market distribution -3.83** -4.11**

Price -0.36 0.30**

Fuel consumption 0.40** -0.16**

Make origin (US) -0.84** 0.88**

Make origin (Europe) -0.33 0.83**

Make origin (Japan) -0.29 0.00

Make origin (Korea) -0.50* 0.14

External styling -1.27** 0.23**

Turbo 0.67** -1.19**

All wheel drive (AWD) -1.66** -0.32**

Auto transmission -0.48 -0.53**

Applying Bi-partite ERG Modeling

** p < .01; * p < .05

 Network effect: skewed 
market distribution

 Important factors: Price, 
fuel consumption, make 
origin, external styling, 
Turbo, AWD, autotrans

 Different processes during 
first stage and second 
stage manifested in the 
sign change of coefficients

Key Insights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modeled in segment 4, sedanMake origin base is China
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On-going: Multi-year Network Evolvement

Observation 2: Average cluster coefficient decreased  Three-way competition is less 
frequent in premium vehicles market in 2014 as compared to 2013. 

2014 2013 

Observation 1: The size of network increases  more premium vehicles and 
more co-considerations on premium vehicles

34

Regular Vehicles (2013 | 
2014)

Premium vehicles (2013 
| 2014)

Number of vehicles 289 302 100 101
Average degree (co-consideration) 23.63 22.48 28.94 33.33

Average cluster coefficient (three-way 
competition)

0.252 0.197 0.38 0.33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides of basic descriptive data analysis, we also employ the network analysis approach. The figures show the premium co-consideration network in 2013 and 2014, in which the red nodes are premium vehicles and links are shown as long as the premium vehicles are co-considered. We found that the number of premium vehicles in 2013 and 2014 are almost the same, however, in two networks, we observe that the average degree of premium vehicles increased, this indicates that there more co-considerations on premium vehicles in 2014 even if the market share of the premium vehicle was not increase. Also, we observe average cluster coefficient decreased. This indicates the three-way competition is less frequent in premium vehicles market in 2014 as compared to 2013. So we are interested in what are the car models that have been frequently co-considered in 2013 and 2014. To this end, we performed the degree distribution analysis for both networks. 
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On-going: Spatiotemporal Analytic Modeling 
for Customer Purchase

The incorporation of dependence in both time and space dimensions.

space-time 
autoregressi
ve 
parameter

𝑁𝑁 × 𝑁𝑁 spatial 
weights matrix 
𝑊𝑊with 𝑁𝑁 cross-
sectional 
dimension

𝑁𝑁 × 𝐾𝐾 vector of 
Explanatory 
variables

𝐾𝐾 × 1 vector of 
Regression 
coefficient

Time autoregressive 
parameter; a 
constant but may 
evolve overtime

𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓 = 𝜙𝜙𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓−1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓−1 + 𝜌𝜌𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓 + 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽 + 𝜖𝜖𝑓𝑓Time-Space 
Dynamic

Spatial 
(contemporaneous) 
autoregressive 
parameter

38

𝑁𝑁 × 1 vector of cross section 
observations at time t; 𝑁𝑁 is the 
number of provinces

Future Use Cases:

 Forecast the sales for a particular province with the 
information of its neighboring locations in a previous 
period

 Use the latent space enhance the prediction.

 Use the most leading province to analyze how a 
particular car segment, e.g., EV/HV, 
propagates/diffuses throughout the market. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our future vision of this study is to develop a analytical model that could mathematically predict the sales of a specific car segment, such as premium vehicles or EV/HC, in China market. The theoretical foundation is based on the spatial econometrics, and specifically, the time-space dynamic model in regional science literature will be leveraged. Explain the time-space dynamic model by following the equation on the slide…. the dependence relates to both the location itself as well as its neighbors in the previous periodIn essence, a spatial lag operator constructs a new variable that consists of the weighted average of the neighboring observations, with the weights as specified in W.The advantage of the model is that the sapce matrix in this formulation does not only capture the geo effect because of the proximity among provinces to forecast the sales for a particular province with the information of its neighboring locations in a previous period, we are also able to construct a space matrix in the latent space, for example, the economic proximity, to further enhance the prediction.��
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